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Author's response to reviews: see over
We wish to resubmit our paper which has been revised, based on the comments.
In the following section, we note the revised points one by one.

Major revisions
(1) Tables: the first table referenced in the manuscript text should be labelled Table 1. The second, Table 2, etc.
       We have corrected the Table number according to the request.
(2) Ethics: If any ethical approval was needed for this study please provide details
       We added the two sentences (Page 8, Line 7-9).

Minor revisions
(1) Line numbers: Please could you remove the line numbers.
       We removed them.
(2) Qualifications: Please remove the authors' qualifications (e.g. PhD / MD)
       from the manuscript and submissions system.
       We removed them.
(3) Keywords, page-counts and Running title: Please remove these
       We removed them.
(4) Highlighting, tracking and strikethrough: Please remove all highlighting,
       tracking and strikethrough from the manuscript.
       We have corrected.
(5) Figures: The image file should not include the title (e.g. Figure 1... etc.) or figure number.
       We removed the Figure number.
(6) Figures: It is important for the final layout of the manuscript that the figures are cropped as closely as possible to minimise white space around the image.
       We removed the white space around the images.
(7) References: please provide the full citation details for reference 30.
       We provided the full citation.
(8) Typography: Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions.
We corrected the several mistakes.

We hope that this revised manuscript is appropriate to requirement for the publication. Again, we thank you very much for both of your help on our work and the publication.

Sincerely yours,

Satoshi Osawa, M.D., Ph.D.
First Department of Medicine,
Hamamatsu University School of Medicine
1-20-1 Handayama, Higashi-ku,
Hamamatsu, 431-3192, Japan.
E-mail: sososawa@hama.med.ac.jp
TEL: 81·53·435·2261
FAX: 81·53·434·9447